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Acronyms and Abbreviations
ABC

African Bible College

AIDS

Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome

CBDA

Community Based Distributing Agent

CCAP

Church of Central Africa Presbyterian

CHAM

Christian Health Association of Malawi

CPD

Continuous Professional Development

COHSASA

Council for Health Services Accreditation for Southern Africa

DME

Director of Medical Education

GoM

Government of Malawi

HIV

Human Immunodeficiency Virus

HRMO

Human Resource Management Officer

IGA

Income Generating Activity

IPC

Internal Procurement Committee

MBF

Medical Benevolence Fund

MD

Medical Director

MMR

Maternal Mortality Ratio

MO

Medical Officer

MoH

Ministry of Health

NCD

Non-Communicable Diseases

NMR

Neonatal Mortality Rate

NSO

National Statistics Office

OPD

Outpatient Department

PNO

Principal Nursing Officer

SADC

Southern Africa Development Community

SLA

Service Level Agreement

SSI

Surgical Site Infection

SWOT

Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities & Threats

UNDP

United Nations Development Programme
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Preface – Board Chair
Developing a strategic plan is not as simple as many
people think. It does not depend on human wisdom.
It requires careful listening to God, the designer of all
what we have and what we go through. It is an
exercise of connecting with God to see what He sees
in our future as we discover our role to get there. The
Bible says, “Commit to the Lord whatever you do, and
your plans will succeed.” (Proverbs 16:3).
Nkhoma Mission Hospital is the mother health facility
of all our Synod’s health facilities. If health service
delivery is strategically set at Nkhoma Hospital, we
will be sure of all others to follow suit.
Nkhoma Synod health ministry has existed for more
than a century. Over this period we have been influenced by the quantum changes in
our environment to adjust towards addressing human health needs of our time. This
strategic plan is yet another point in the history of health services in Nkhoma Synod to
plan any further adjustment for us to remain relevant in our ministry.
According to the current Synod Strategic Plan document, CHAM facilities are catering
for close to 37% of the national health demands. This is a mammoth task that cannot
be carried out without proper planning. It is our synodical mandate to oversee and
pursue every Synod agenda in as far as healing ministry is concerned and be on the
same wavelength with partners like CHAM, Malawi Ministry of Health and others.
This strategic plan makes our future ministry effective. It is workable and we are proud
of its usability. It is simple and comprehensible enough to be used by all our
stakeholders at all levels.
Be assured that God knows the plans He has for us, plans not to harm us but to
prosper us; plans to give us hope and a future (Jeremiah 29:11) in our health service
delivery ministry.

Rev. Dr. Chatha E.J. Msangaambe
Nkhoma Synod Health Board Chairperson
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Acknowledgement – Medical Director
Twenty-two people met for three days to
create this strategic plan. We thank the
Members of the Board of Governors and
hospital management staff for their time
and contributions. Special thanks to Jack
Muthui of the Medical Benevolence Fund
for participating in the process and helping
fund the meetings. Finally, we could not
have done this without the extraordinary
facilitation by MacDuff Phiri. Well done.
I believe this strategic plan will be a useful
roadmap for Nkhoma Mission Hospital for
the next three years.

Dr. Tim Fader
Medical Director
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Executive Summary
Nkhoma Mission Hospital has a long track record of providing quality health care in
Malawi. However, it is time for fresh planning, new thinking, and stretch ideas to move
us beyond where we have been and to lead us well into this century. This plan sets
Nkhoma Mission Hospital in pursuit of a bold vision: to be the leading Christian
healthcare and training institution in Malawi, offering affordable, accessible and
sustainable services. This has great implications for staff, management, the board and
the community we serve. Patients will benefit from the personalized attention and high
quality healthcare. Staff will benefit from the unique emphasis that Nkhoma Mission
Hospital places on teaching and expanding opportunities for service.
OUR MISSION
To provide quality health care for all, inspired by the love of Jesus Christ.
OUR VISION
To be the leading Christian healthcare and training institution in Malawi, offering
affordable, accessible and sustainable services.
OUR CORE VALUES
At Nkhoma Mission Hospital our modus operandi is built on a foundation of Christcenteredness, Trustworthiness, Integrity, Compassion and Excellence
Nkhoma Mission Hospital will in the next three years be recognized as the leading
healthcare and training institution in Malawi. We will achieve this by providing quality
health care based on best-practices, while building on our many strengths.
Nkhoma Mission Hospital’s Strategic Goal
Our strategic goal for this strategic plan period will be:

To improve our quality health care score from 31% to 85% by 30th
June, 2022
Our Quality Healthcare Score is defined as the cumulative score for our healthcare
system as assigned through a nationally recognized auditing and accreditation
organization. For the purpose of this Strategic Plan, this organization benchmark and
accreditation goal has been assigned by applying COHSASA standards. This is the
goal we must achieve. Our finest effort will only be given to this one wildly important
goal. Failure to achieve this goal would have a tremendous negative impact on our
clients, our staff and our entire health system.
Conclusion
This Strategic Plan offers a roadmap to success in a new era. It capitalizes on our
strengths and positions us to make a more significant impact in the health sector in
Malawi. We will be an institution that is defined by our Christ-centeredness,
Trustworthiness, Integrity, Compassion and Excellence.
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Department Objectives for Our Strategic Goal Achievement
In line with achieving our Strategic Goal of improving our Quality Healthcare Score
from 31% to 85% by 30th June 2022, the following departments have undertaken the
tasks outlined to help the organization achieve this goal;
Department of Surgery
We will reduce surgical site infection (SSI) rate to 0.5% and at the same time increase
the surgical safety of patients from 50% to 100% by 31st December 2021.
We will introduce the World Health Organization Safety Checklist by 31st April 2019.
In doing so, we aim to achieve a reduction in mortality to less than 2%; a reduction in
lawsuits from 0.3% to 0%; a reduction in complication rate to less than 10% and
ultimately increase patient satisfaction to 90%.
Department of Obstetrics & Gynaecology
We will renovate antenatal, labour, delivery and postpartum service areas. This will
significantly improve the quality of care. We will recruit a long-term consultant OBGYN
to increase quality of care through proper staffing and staff education
Department of Medical Education
We will create a proper Continuing Professional Development program and receive
ongoing medical certification through external trainings and in-service trainings. This
will ensure that Nkhoma clinical staff meets CPD requirements set forth by Malawi's
Medical/Nurses Council. We will also ensure that 80% of relevant staff in each
department are properly signed off on in-service continuation trainings and
competencies. Furthermore, we will attain certification for 80% of relevant staff in each
department in Obstetric, BLS/NRP training.
Department of Nursing
We will improve our overall Patient Care Score from 9% to 85% by 31 December 2020.
Guidelines to understand proper nurse: patient ratio, compliance, and appropriate
adjustments where needed will be developed. We will embark on right-size staffing to
meet patient demands. We want to ensure that each ward is adequately supplied. We
will also improve our nursing staff qualities through stronger and more transparent
recruitment processes to increase our staff engagement score 20 points from the
baseline by June 2020.
Pharmacy Department
We will move the Pharmaceuticals combined critical quality care score from 23% to
85% by June 2022. This will ensure reduced rate of expiry by 5% on all pharmaceutical
commodities, and will increase the availability of essential medicines to 98% by
December 2019. Our target it is make sure that the essential medicines prescribers
list will be available to all wards and clinicians by May 2019. A consultative approach
in the dispensing practice with prescribers and cashiers will be embarked on to ensure
increase in revenue from in- and out-patient departments.
8

We will also assess training gaps among staff in all units. We will provide literature to
the department for reference and establish internal CPD for qualified staff.
Department of Community Health
We will fill the position of Health Center Manager which will preside over the
Community Health programs to include managing the 11 CCAP health centres, and
coordinating the 9 referral health centres. We will ensure that all CCAP Health Centres
are sustainable for operations.
Eye Department
We will increase the ye Department related Quality Healthcare Score from 52% to
above 85% by 31st December 2021. We will ensure all staff are trained on appropriate
medical equipment, training is documented, and all drugs are properly stored and
labelled.
We plan to increase the cataract surgical rate for referred patients from 40% to 70%.
This will be done through equipping the department with necessary tools for screening,
routine health centre visits for eye health screening services, conducting at least 6
cataract outreach camps every year, and weekly cataract surgeries at Nkhoma
hospital.
We also plan to increase number of qualified ophthalmic professionals by training one
nurse in clinical ophthalmology and one ophthalmic clinician in paediatric
ophthalmology.
Marketing & Project Management
We will strengthen and enlarge the communications committee. We will centralize all
community health project management functions and reporting under one Project
Manager.
Human Resources Department
We aim to increase the Human Resource department quality care score from 19% to
85% by June 2022. This will be done through Employee Performance Reviews
whereby we plan to strengthen performance appraisals and coaching from 40% to
90% and performance reporting by department from less than 25% to 100% by
December 2019.
Our Human Capital Capacity Building will ensure that our in-service training scores
improve from 12% to 85% by December 2020. In terms of staff grievance and dispute
resolution, our quality care score will move from 0% to 85% by December 2019.

Medical Records
We will maintain confidential, retrievable, accurate medical records. We will ensure
that no duplicate records exist for one patient and no records are lost. We will train
9

staff on proper record keeping, holding staff accountable for errors. We will make sure
that there is decreased OPD patient processing time from 3 hours to less than 1 hour
and an increased patient satisfaction score from 60% to above 90%. We will also hire
a qualified head of the Medical Records Department to help oversee an increase in
quality care score from 15% to 85% by 31st December 2021.
Information Technology: Management And Services
We aim to improve our communications platform by moving to a standardized email
and communication tool allowing collaboration and information sharing, going from
0% participation to 80% participation by 31st December 2019. We will change all
patient records from 100% paper file storage to 50% digital file storage by 31 st
December 2021. We will increase our medical record storage space to meet our
projected volume in the next 10 years.
We will develop a standard, expandable communications platform for all internal and
external communication needs. We will develop efficient internal and external
communications policies that ensure appropriate personnel have upgraded/
appropriate communication devices.
Chaplaincy
We aim to improve our patient access to care and patient rights score from an average
of 21% to above 50% by 31st December 2020 and create a staff counseling and
spiritual wellness program that will enhance the lives of our staff and help increase our
quality of care score from 31% to 85% by 31st December 2021.
We will improve our staff retention statistics moving from 80% to above 90% not
counting positive turnover and our patient satisfaction score above 90% quality care
score.
Facility Maintenance And Equipment Management
We will improve our average Medical Equipment and Records score from 14% to 85%
by 31st December 2020 as well as improve our Facilities Maintenance average score
from 5% to above 50% by 31st December 2020. Regarding Medical Equipment, we
will develop a baseline of current equipment downtime aiming at decreasing
emergency down time for critical medical equipment. Our goal for downtime
percentage/hours per machine will be 0% downtime.
We will upgrade aged and consistently poor performing medical equipment on the
main campus and health centers. Our goal for the average age of our medical
equipment will be less than 5 years. This will help us move our Medical Equipment
and Record Keeping from 14% to 85%
Regarding Facility Maintenance, we will ensure all structures are sound, leak-free and
damage free and further ensure non-medical equipment such as genset, incinerator,
toilet facilities, wash basins, etc. are in proper working order. Our Actual Repair Time
(ART) goal will be less than 24 hours for all non-emergency repair requests.
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Risk Management
Our target is to improve our Risk Management average score from 11.5% to above
50% by 31st December 2020. We will develop a Risk Management policy and a
Pharmaceutical Management and Control plan for high risk drugs. This will move our
current Pharmaceuticals average score from 23% to 80%
Fire Safety: our Fire Safety compliance score will move from 5% to 100% and will have
Malawi Government certification done annually.
Environmental Risk Management: we will develop a Hazardous Materials storage
procedure as well as a ‘spills’ procedure. Through these initiatives our Hazardous
Materials Risk score will move from 29% to 100% compliant while our Slips/Spills
score will move from 5% complaint to 90% compliant.
Management and Leadership
We will improve our Management and Leadership average quality score from 24% to
above 75% by 31st December 2020. Each critical hospital function will have a clear,
comprehensive and ratified policy in place.
Regarding Training and Documentation, we will develop sustainable methods of
training new and existing staff on all applicable policies with corresponding
documentation. Our policy training and documentation by employee file will move from
0% to 100% on 292 Nkhoma Campus employees by December 31st 2019.
Patient Care: We will ensure that proper policies for patient intake, consent and
discharge documentation are available and known.
Research/Patient Care: We will develop policies and procedures to initiate, manage
and document all research performed for Nkhoma Mission Hospital. Our target is to
move the average Research Management score from 13% from above 90% by June
2020.

Our Critical Success Factors
From an analysis of what we must stop, start and keep doing, we have identified the
six most powerful game-changers for Nkhoma Mission Hospital. These are the six
Critical Success Factors that we believe will make a huge impact within Nkhoma
Mission Hospital and launch us toward our vision of success.
1. Develop a Strong Human Capital Development Programme: Nkhoma Mission
Hospital will continue her internal professional staff development programmes and
external trainings (long term and short term trainings). Our recruitment policies will
be revamped while also ensuring continuous performance appraisals, and staff
motivation opportunities. We will develop a rational schedule of rotation among
services to ensure fair treatment, assignment and opportunities.
2. Financial Sustainability: We will review the Nkhoma Mission Hospital Business
Strategy and Benchmarking, increase revenue from SLA services, increase patient
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fees income, improve private services and start fundraising and business initiatives
in Malawi. Most importantly we will strengthen our internal controls in management
of financial and material resources.
3. Effective Communication: Nkhoma Mission Hospital will have an improved local
internet system. We will ensure that there are regular updates to staff and
stakeholders/donors as we also strengthen publicity while ensuring our staff have
improved communication skills.
4. Improve Management of Health Centres: We will review the Health Centre
Operational Structure and Standards and the current financial picture of the health
centres and their managerial aspects. A situational analysis of the health centres
will be carried out. We plan to appoint a Health Centre Manager and clinical
officers/registered nurses to be in charge of health centres. Regular visits to health
centres by medical officers will be scheduled and meaningful performance reports
of health centres (patient activities and finance) will be devised. We will also make
sure that visits to health centres are done in coordination with the eye department.
A continuous professional development program for health centre providers at
Nkhoma will be initiated. Finally, sending the maintenance team to health centres
from Nkhoma will be minimised.
5. Strengthen Spiritual Development Platforms: We will ensure daily Biblical
exposure for patients/staff, client counselling services, and staff spiritual
mentorship development. We will develop our spiritual partnership with Health
Centres. There will be an expansion of spiritual partnership with rural outreach
clinics to reach local rural communities with the gospel. Finally, we will develop an
intentional youth outreach program for villages around Nkhoma and HC’s.
6. Expanding National Training Programs: Nkhoma Mission Hospital will
strengthen nursing practical training for national and international students. We will
expand our Registered Clinical Officer Clinical Internship and Ophthalmology
Cataract Surgeon CO Internship. We will expand and strengthen our Family
Medicine Registrar training program: the COM MBBS Family Medicine. We will
strengthen our OIGT Tropical School of Medicine Registrar Training and consider
the development of new national registrar programs: PACCS and Ophthalmology.
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National Context
1.1 SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS
Malawi is a sub-Saharan land-locked country
located south of the equator and bordered by
Tanzania, Zambia and Mozambique. With an
estimated total population of 16.3m (NSO, 2016),
Malawi is also one of the world’s poorest
countries, ranked 170 out of 188 countries
(UNDP, 2016) and has life expectancy at birth of
55.5 years and 58.2 years among males and
females respectively (NSO, 2016).
Years of poverty reduction interventions have
brought minimal impact. Recently, there has been
encouraging progress in human development
such as a 50% fall in under-five mortality rate.
Nonetheless, poverty remains entrenched and
widespread. The poverty rate marginally declined
from 52.4% in 2005 to 50.7% in 2012 while rural
poverty worsened from 55.9% in 2005 to 56.6%
in 2012 (NSO, 2012). During the same period, the
incidence of the ultra-poor increased from 22.4% in 2005 to 24.5% in 2012 (NSO).
Inequality between the rich and the poor worsened with the Gini coefficient increasing
from 0.39 in 2004 to 0.452 in 2010 (UNDP, 2016). Essentially, half of the population
was living below the national poverty line in 2012, and more than 70% below the $1.90
international poverty line (Oxfam, 2018). Twenty-five percent of the population is ultrapoor (2012), implying that about one in every four people lives in dire poverty such
that they cannot even afford to meet the minimum standard for daily-recommended
food requirement1 (NSO, 2012).

2. HEALTH AND POPULATION
Malawi has made substantial gains in reduction of under-five and infant mortality and
Maternal Mortality Ratio (MMR). Under-five mortality and infant mortality rates are

1 International poverty line is US$1.90 per person per day (at 2011 international prices)
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63/1000 and 42/1000, respectively. MMR declined from 675/100,000 live births in
2010 to 439/100,000 live births in 2016. Neonatal Mortality Rate (NMR) was estimated
at 27/1000 live births in 2016; down from 31/1000 live births in 2010. Despite the
progress, MMR and NMR are among the highest in Sub-Saharan Africa. Malawi also
has a low life expectancy at birth. The HIV prevalence among women and men aged
15-49 age decreased between 2010 and 2016 from 10.6% to 8.8%. HIV prevalence is
higher among women (10.8%) than among men (6.4%). Young people account for
50% of new HIV infections.
Malawi suffers from a high disease burden from communicable diseases and an
increasing burden from non-communicable diseases (NCD) (GoM, 2017). NCDs are
the second leading cause of death in adults after HIV/AIDS. They account for 16% of
all deaths with 17% in males and 14% in females. Malawi has very high levels of
hypertension at 32.9% in adults, which is much higher than many countries in the
region. Malawi also has a very high burden of cervical cancer (MoH, 2017).
In terms of nutrition status, 37% of children under age 5 are stunted; 3% are wasted,
12% are underweight and 5% are overweight (NSO and ICF Macro, 2017).
The healthcare system in Malawi faces a shortage of essential medical products and
technologies, high vacancy rates for human resources for health, inadequate medical
equipment and infrastructure and parallel data reporting systems. This is partly owing
to low investment in the health sector. Malawi has the lowest per capita investment in
Southern Africa, at $39 against the SADC regional average of $229 and is highly
dependent on external resources. The percentage of health sector budget in annual
national budget is below 15% Abuja Declaration target (9.9% in 2017/18, 8.0% in
2016/17)2. Malawi is the only country that offers free public healthcare in the entire
region (MoH, 2017).
Malawi has one of the world’s highest population growth rates at 2.8% per year; Total
Fertility Rate (TFR) of 4.4 children per woman (in 2015-16) is down from 5.7 children
in 2010. The unmet need for family planning is 19% (NSO and ICF Macro, 2016). At
the current growth rate, the population is projected to rise to 26 million by 2030 and
45 million by 2050 (NSO, 2008). High population growth strains the public health
delivery system and makes poverty reduction much harder. The high fertility rate
lowers productivity because it impairs women’s ability to engage in more productive
farming or non-farm work. High population growth rates are due to poor policy
interventions, high rates of child marriage, teenage pregnancies, and lack of access

2 https://www.times.mw/malawi-health-equity-network-wants-health-budget-increased/
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to and use of quality family planning services.
Adjusting for population growth in 2022, Malawi will need to spend at least $775 million
on health per year just to maintain the status quo, and about $2.8 billion per year to
meet the SADC average compared to the 2017-2018 health budget allocation of
approximately $177 million (GoM, 2017).
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Institutional Background
Nkhoma Mission Hospital was founded in 1915 by Scottish and South African
missionaries. It has grown steadily over the years to become a 288-bed general
hospital with multiple services including:















Obstetrics and Gynaecology,
Paediatrics,
Neonatal Intensive Care,
General Surgery Including Endoscopy and Cystoscopy,
Orthopaedics,
Adult Medicine,
Eye Care,
Mental Health,
Palliative Care,
Cervical Cancer Screening and Treatment,
Tuberculosis,
HIV Care,
Burns and,
Malnutrition.

Nkhoma Mission Hospital supervises 11 CCAP health centres at Malembo in
Mangochi District, Mlanda, Livulezi and Chigodi in Ntcheu, Mphunzi in Dedza,
Malingunde, Dzenza and Chiwe in Lilongwe, Mvera in Dowa, Chinthembwe in Ntchisi,
and Chilanga in Kasungu. Nkhoma also coordinates 9 referral health centers. The
hospital serves a catchment area of 460,000, most of whom are poverty-stricken
farming families that receive their income once per year after harvest. This income
changes dramatically depending on weather and market impacts.
Nkhoma Mission Hospital is a teaching institution with training programs in Family
Medicine Specialization, Clinical Officer Internship, Global Health, and practical
training for local and international medical students and nurses.
The Dutch Reformed Church of South Africa handed over full responsibility for the
operation of the hospital and health centres to the local Nkhoma CCAP Synod in 1962.
The hospital is governed by the Synod Health Board. In 1966, the Nkhoma Synod
Health Department joined the Christian Health Association in Malawi (CHAM), an
ecumenical organization owned by the Episcopal Conference of Malawi and the
Malawi Council of Churches. A total of 171 health facilities are members of CHAM.
Church sponsored health institutions provide 37% of the health care in Malawi and
over 70% in rural Malawi. In October 2018 the Ministry of Health selected Nkhoma
Hospital and four other health service providers to pilot a long-term process aimed at
achieving hospital accreditation through the Council for Health Service Accreditation
for Southern Africa (COHSASA). Recognizing the capacity of this process to improve
the performance of the hospital, the Senior Management Team committed to doing
the hard work over a long period of time to achieve accreditation.
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SWOT Analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats)
S















High standard patient care
Training centre for both local and international students
Expanded health services, well integrated health care in
surrounding areas
Availability of specialised services and specialists.
There is vibrant chaplaincy department which assists the
medical staff, guardians and patients spiritually
The hospital is able to handle cases of prostatectomy and
eye procedures which makes the hospital known all over
A Biblical foundation for a healing ministry
Training centre for College of Medicine students
Capacity to reach out to masses with different specialised
services which are not offered by the government to the less
privileged communities in the remote areas. e.g. minor
surgeries, ophthalmic tests and treatment, diabetic and
hypertension clinics
Spiritual growth in employees through teaching, Bible study
groups, seminars, chapel services, and ward devotions; the
integration of faith and healing through the Saline Process;
and incorporating a spiritual curriculum into training
programs, e.g., family medicine, nursing students.
Opportunity in the near future to develop surgical services in
gynaecology, orthopaedics (including SIGN nails), and
urology.

W
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Donor dependency
Policies not documented and not known by staff
Christian identity not uplifted - taken as another employer
Everything on paper, not digital
Inability to employ more experienced specialists to handle
some cases
Poor internal controls
Increased costs of medical supplies i.e. drugs and costs
of medical equipment
Lack of regular supervision of health centres by Senior
Management.
Resistance to change
Emerging of competitors
Staff apathy and lack of motivation leading to laziness
and insubordination
Lack of modern diagnostic medical equipment
Lawsuits - Increasing frequency and costs of litigation in
Malawi
Poor internal controls
Funding-lack of accountability and appropriate response
and communication drives lack of trust in well-wishers
Disorganized system of medical records
Prices for service level agreement (SLA) dictated by
government
Failure to attract and retain good doctors

Our Mission, Vision and Core Values
Our corporate strategy envisages Nkhoma Mission Hospital becoming a leading
healthcare and training institution in Malawi offering affordable, accessible and
sustainable services by 30th June, 2022.
OUR MISSION
To provide quality health care for all, inspired by the love of Jesus Christ.
OUR VISION
To be the leading Christian healthcare and training institution in Malawi, offering
affordable, accessible and sustainable services
OUR VALUES
At Nkhoma Mission Hospital our modus operandi is built on a foundation of Christcenteredness, Trustworthiness, Integrity, Compassion and Excellence epitomized by:
 Being honest in all our dealings
 Serving the less fortunate
 Being transparent and accountable
 Spiritual awareness (intentional spiritual formation/spiritual
training)
 Recruiting and retaining the right people
OUR VALUES ARE THE FOUNDATION FOR OUR VISION AND STRATEGY
Our values are the essence of Nkhoma Mission Hospital’s philosophy for achieving
success. They are the bedrock of our culture. Our values provide our employees
with a sense of common direction and guidelines for day-to-day behaviour.
The clarification of our values has taken time. They allow Nkhoma Mission Hospital to
be the best that it can be.
METHODOLOGY USED TO CLARIFY OUR VALUES
A cross section of our staff members were taken through an individual values
clarification exercise to consciously determine what our organizational values should
be.
On completing the above-mentioned exercise, the most common values of the
Nkhoma Mission Hospital staff were:
• Christ-centeredness: Mission oriented and focused on Jesus
• Trustworthiness: Being dependable and honest
• Integrity: Doing the right thing at the right time
• Compassion: Having love for patients, clients and colleagues
• Excellence: Achieving the highest possible quality
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ENSURING THAT THE VALUES ARE LIVED BY ALL NKHOMA MISSION
HOSPITAL STAFF
To ensure that every team player is held accountable to living our values, valuealigning actions were identified for each value. They are:
Being honest in all our dealings
 Not taking or giving bribes
 Following rules and regulations
 Following good governance practices
 Keeping accurate and relevant records
 Reporting progress, challenges and abnormalities
 Delivery on agreed targets and promises
 Conducting internal and external audits and evaluations
Serving the less fortunate
 Understanding other's problems/empathy
 Supporting the less privileged
 Spiritual guidance and counselling
 Linking the less privileged to support groups
 Empowerment – knowledge sharing and education
 Encouraging long term self-initiatives and independence
Being transparent and accountable
 Knowing and adhering to proper record keeping
 Open communication and information sharing
 Assigning and taking ownership of departmental issues
 Effective time management
 Understanding and respecting authority
 Full commitment and availability to the work
 Delivering what’s expected
Spiritual Awareness (Intentional Spiritual Formation/Spiritual Training)
 Encouraging daily devotions
 Orienting staff to understand and respect cultural values of patients and clients
 Having spiritual family seminars among staff
 Empowering employees to carry out spiritual services to patients and clients
with permission, sensitivity and respect
 Extending chaplaincy services to employees, patients and clients
 Providing spiritual literature to staff, patients and clients
 Attending spiritual conferences
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Recruiting and retaining the right people
 Making staff feel valued and recognized
 Broaden recruitment of Christ-centered applicants
 Have clear job descriptions for all (management by objective)
 Proper training needs assessment
 Have an appropriate response to broken training bonds
 Have a proper recruitment and selection process, mentorship and on-boarding
 Responsibilities given to the right people and providing on-the-job coaching
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Strategic Framework: Nkhoma Mission
Hospital’s Approach to Quality Health Care
Nkhoma Mission Hospital is a Christ-centred health institution providing high-quality,
affordable, accessible and sustainable services to the poor while having great potential
to tap into the vast resources of the growing middle and upper classes of Malawi, as
well as the many expatriates in Malawi.
We will continue to operate our two-pronged approach to quality health care provision
i.e. Hospital and Health Centres.

Hospital
In order to continue strengthening our quality healthcare approach, we will appoint one
qualified person to be responsible for care in each service (paediatrics, surgery,
outpatient, etc.), recruit and retain qualified staff, write job descriptions, including
reporting responsibility, for all personnel, and allocate staff rationally.
A hierarchy of care and supervision (e.g. medical assistant, clinical officer, medical
officer, registrar, and consultant) will be established as well as standards of care,
including evidence-based protocols and holistic care.
A culture of inquiry and life-long learning will be created. We will establish needs-based
continuing professional development for all professional staff and establish continuity
of care by clinicians.
We will be a hospital where our communication is assured by notes in medical record,
handover, consultation with another service, morning report, referral, department
meetings, phone calls, etc. In addition, we will systematically monitor and report
process and outcome (critical incidents, morbidity and mortality, audits, morning report,
patient activity statistics, patient dissatisfaction, etc.).

Health Centres
Nkhoma Hospital will assign quality of care responsibility to a qualified health centre
manager, replace Medical Assistants with Clinical Officers, hire registered nurse
midwives for maternal healthcare, write job descriptions, including reporting
responsibility and clinical responsibilities appropriate to qualifications of healthcare
provider, and allocate staff rationally.
A Director of Community Health to manage CCAP Health Centres and to coordinate
referral health centres will be hired. As a result, standards of care, including evidencebased protocols and holistic care will be established as well as a culture of inquiry and
life-long learning; needs-based continuing professional development will be
established.
We will establish continuity of care for providers and the visiting medical officer. As in
the Hospital, we will ensure excellent communication through notes in the medical
record, referral, consultations, and phone calls. Our health centres will systematically
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monitor and report process and outcome (critical incidents, morbidity and mortality,
audits, patient activity statistics, patient dissatisfaction).
A medical officer will be assigned from the hospital to visit health centres regularly to
see difficult patients, educate providers, and monitor quality of care.

Rationale and Principles for the Approach
 The patient comes first. Excellent patient care is our priority.
 Use life-long learning to keep up with life-long changes in care.
 Hire for attitude, train for skills.
 When in doubt, seek help.
 Be clear about responsibility and authority
 Be systematic and continuous in monitoring and improving care
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The Formulation of Our Critical Success
Factors
From an analysis of what we must stop, start and keep doing, we identified the six
most powerful game-changers for Nkhoma Mission Hospital. These are the six Critical
Success Factors that we believe will make a huge impact within Nkhoma Mission
Hospital and launch us towards our vision of success.

OUR CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS – GAME CHANGERS
1. Develop a strong human capital development programme
2. Financial Sustainability
3. Effective Communication
4. Improve Management of Health Centres
5. Strengthen Spiritual Development Platforms
6. Expanding National Training Programs
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Critical Success Factors Action Plans
Critical Success Factor Action Planner

Critical Issue 1.

DEVELOP A STRONG HUMAN CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME

Solution 1

Continuing internal professional staff development
programmes
Actions

Delegated Date of Key
to
report

1.

Training needs assessment per cadre

HRMO

Oct
2019

2.

Developing a training plan

HRMO

March
2019

3.

Sourcing funds for the training

MD

April
2019

4.

Assigning a CPD coordinator for each cadre

HRMO

April
2019

5.

Tracking and reporting CPD attendance

HRMO

July
2019

Solution 2

Continuing external trainings (long term and short term
trainings)
Actions

Delegated Date of Key
to
report

1.

Training needs assessment per cadre

HRMO

Oct
2019

2.

Developing a training plan

HRMO

March
2019

3.

Sourcing funds for the training

MD

April
2019
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Critical Success Factor Action Planner

Critical Issue 1.

DEVELOP A STRONG HUMAN CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME

Solution 3

Revamping recruitment policies
Actions

Delegated
to

Date of
report

1.

Reviewing recruitment policies to ensure they
align with our values

HRMO

May
2019

2.

Define and standardize the on boarding and
induction process

HRMO

June
2019

3.

Having proper induction processes

HRMO

July
2019

Delegated
to

Date of
report

Solution 4

Continuous performance appraisal
Actions

1.

Schedule Coaching Training session

HRMO

June
2019

2.

Regular coaching and performance reviews
among staff

HRMO

Sept
2019

3.

Every employee should have proper job
description

HRMO

August
2019

Delegated
to

Date of
report

Solution 5

Key

Key

Staff Motivation
Actions

1.

Providing a conducive and safe working
environment

PHA

July
2019

2.

Performing a Resource Needs Assessment for
each department to ensure we are providing
enough functional resources to staff.

PHA

August
2019

3.

Recognizing the good performers by developing
a comprehensive, uniform and fair Employee
Recognition Program

HRMO

August
2019

4.

Equal treatment sensitivity training among staff
members by supervisors

HRMO

August
2019
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Critical Success Factor Action Planner

Critical Issue 1.

DEVELOP A STRONG HUMAN CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME

Solution 6

Rational schedule of rotation among services
Actions

Delegated
to

Date of
report

1.

Ensure proper staff coverage and scheduled
rotations amongst properly trained staff

HRMO

June
2019

2.

Develop a nepotism/relationship policy per
department to ensure that proper assignment
and staff treatment exists (e.g. family members
not working in same ward or under same
director)

HRMO

Sept
2019

Actions

Delegated
to

Date of
report

Develop career progression and succession plan
for the hospital

HRMO

Dec
2019

Carry out functional review (organogram and job
descriptions attached

HRMO

Sept
2019

3.

Develop human resource policies and
procedures

HRMO

June
2019

4.

Review accommodation needs for staff and
embark on fundraising drive

HRMO

Sept
2019

Solution 7

1.

2.

Key

Succession Planning
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Critical Success Factor Action Planner

Critical Issue 2.

FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

Solution 1

Review Nkhoma Mission Hospital Business Strategy and
Benchmarking
Actions

Delegated
to

Date of Key
report

1.

Analyze hospital costs - Benchmark other
financially sustainable Hospitals in Malawi +
private solutions + pricing, marketing etc.

ACC

May
2019

2.

Consult and collaborate with MBF

MKT

May
2019

3.

Build a new strategy: how do we want to cover
our costs. If it is a private Wing solution: which
specialty do we choose to focus on in the next
5 years and which specialists do we need to
hire

MD

July
2019

4.

Develop a comprehensive funding plan

MKT

Sept
2019

Solution 2

Increase revenue from SLA services
Actions

Delegated
to

Date of Key
report

1.

Review inputs for SLA services and revenue
which we receive

Pharmacy

May
2019

2.

Renegotiate the SLA management and prices.

Pharmacy

June
2019

3.

Properly orient Medical and Nursing Staff on
SLA treatment protocols i.e. patients to get
drugs prescribed in the SLA agreements.

Pharmacy

June
2019

4.

Quarterly Monitor and Evaluate all service
oriented revenue and expense by Sr.
Management and costing committee

Pharmacy

July
2019
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Critical Success Factor Action Planner

Critical Issue 2.

FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

Solution 3

Increasing patient fees income to ensure that we are
covering our costs.
Actions

Delegated
to

Date of Key
report

1.

Revise the general and private patient fees

Acct

June
2019

2.

Strengthen debtor’s collection procedures

Acct

June
2019

3.

Account Departmental mini functional review

PHA

July
2019

4.

Employ Debt Collection Officer

HRMO

Dec
2019

5.

Pilot insurance cover for health centres

Acct

Jan
2019

Solution 4

Improve Private Services
Actions

Delegated
to

Date of
report

PNO

June
2019

ACCT

June
2019

1.

Upgrade private rooms

2.

Renew agreements with health insurance
companies, discuss prices

3.

Start partnership with ABC

MD

June
2019

4.

Have a fully-fledged private clinic at Dzenza
Health Centre

MD

June
2019

5.

Open a private pharmacy in Lilongwe Town

MD

June
2020

6.

Scale up dental services

MD

Dec
2019

7.

Scale up marketing for every new private
service (newspapers, WhatsApp, etc.)

MKT

June
2019
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Critical Success Factor Action Planner

Critical Issue 2.

FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

Solution 5

Start fundraising initiatives in Malawi
Actions

Delegated
to

Date of
report

1.

Organise Yearly Golf Tournament

MKT

June
2019

2.

Approach Corporate institutions for support

PHA

June
2019

Delegated
to

Date of
report

Solution 6

Start business initiatives in Malawi
Actions

1.

Scale up the filling station

SAO

June
2019

2.

Nkhoma restaurant

SAO

May
2019

3.

Start our own motor vehicle garage

SAO

Dec 2020

Solution 7

Key

Key

Strengthen internal controls in management of financial
and Material resources
Actions

Delegated
to

Date of
report

1.

Recruit Internal Auditor

HRMO

Dec 2020

2.

Recruit Procurement Officer

HRMO

April
2019

3.

Both IPC and management to deliberate on
issues of financial management.

PHA

May
2019
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Critical Issue 3.
Solution 1

EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION
Improve local internet system
Actions

Delegated
to

Date of
report

1. Engage local providers for consistent and
reliable internet service

PHA

April
2019

2. Establish group and individual email/Skype
addresses

ITO

May
2019

3. Create Nkhoma Hospital web page

PM/MO

June
2019

4. Create social media platforms-Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, WhatsApp etc.

PM/MO

June
2019

Solution 2

Key

Regular updates to staff and stakeholders/donors
Actions

Delegated
to

Date of
report

PM/MO

Sept
2019

2. Encourage regular reports-financial, audit and
narrative

PHA

April
2019

3. Produce project evaluation reports

PHA

Dec
2019

4. Strengthen the use of memos/letters

HRMO

April
2019

5. Conduct regular (senior management, staff and
departmental) meetings and give updates to all
staff.

HRMO

May
2019

PHA

Dec
2019

HRMO

April
2019

1. Publish Magazines /Newsletters

6. Produce calendars and weekly work plans
7. Enhance use of the notice boards

Critical Success Factor Action Planner
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Critical Issue 3.
Solution 3

EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION
Strengthening Publicity
Actions

1. Print brochures, posters and flyers
2. Initiate radio/TV programs
3. Develop a communication policy
Solution 4

Delegated
to

Date of
report

PM/MO

Sept
2019

MD

Dec 2019

MKT

July
2019

Key

Improve staff effective communication skills
Actions

1. Conduct training of staff in active listening

2. Train staff on communication tools
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Delegated
to

Date of
report

PHA

Sept
2019

IT

Dec 2019

Key

Critical Success Factor Action Planner

Critical Issue 4. IMPROVE MANAGEMENT OF HEALTH CENTRES
Solution 1

Review the Health Centre Operational Structure and
Standards
Actions

Delegated to

Date of
report

1. Review job descriptions of staff

MD

June
2019

2. Review and revise role of HAC

MD

June
2019

ACCt

June
2019

3. Upgrade monthly expense and revenue and
patient activity reports
Solution 2

Review the current financial picture of the health centres and
the managerial aspects.
Actions

Delegated to

Date of
report

1. Analyze each cost center’s current income
and expense status

ACCT

May
2019

2. Review current organogram for each health
center including roles and responsibilities
analysis

MD

June
2019

3. Present Sr. Management weekly, monthly
and quarterly profitability reporting for each
Health Center

ACCT

May
2019

Solution 3

Key

Key

Carry out a situational analysis of the health centres.
Actions

1. Using the outcomes from Solution 1 and
Solution 2, analyze the viability and
sustainability of each Health Center twice
per year
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Delegated to

Date of
report

MD

Sept
2019

Key

Critical Success Factor Action Planner

Critical Issue 4. IMPROVE MANAGEMENT OF HEALTH CENTRES
Solution 4

Appoint Health Centre Manager
Actions

1. Develop Job description for HC Manager
2. Source funds for the HC Manager position
(currently non established)
3. Recruit and appoint
Solution 5

Delegated to

Date of
report

HRMO

June
2019

PHA

July
2019

HRMO

Oct 2019

Appoint clinical officers/registered nurses to be in charge of
health centres
Actions

Delegated
to

Date of
report

HRMO

July
2019

2. Arrange accommodation for COs, RNs

PHA

Dec
2019

3. Consider building minor theatres in health
centres

MD

January
2020

HRMO

January
2020

1. Negotiate with CHAM on recruitment of COs,
RNs

4. Implementation of recruitment of COs,
Registered Nurses
Solution 6

Key

Key

Schedule regular visits to health centres by medical officers
and other interested departments such as Eye Dept

Actions

Delegated
to

Date of
report

1. Make monthly schedules for the Doctors and
interested departments to visit and report on all
health centres

MD

July
2019

2. Begin monthly Doctors routine health centre
visits

MD

Oct 2019
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Critical Issue 4. IMPROVE MANAGEMENT OF HEALTH CENTRES
Solution 7

Devise meaningful performance reports of health centers
(patient activities and finance)
Actions

1. Get monthly/quarterly reports from responsible
officer
Solution 8

Date of
report

MD

January
2020

Key

Develop CPD for health centre providers at Nkhoma
Actions

1.

Conduct needs assessment

2.

Source funds

3.

Implement

Solution 9

Delegated
to

Delegated
to

Date of
report

HCM

Dec
2019

MD

January
2020

HCM

Feb
2020

Key

Minimise sending maintenance team to health centres
from Nkhoma
Actions

1.

Encourage health centre Supervisors to get
labour from within the community

2.

Negotiate with CHAM for the artisan positions
in all health centres
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Delegated
to

Date of
report

PHA

July
2019

HRMO

July
2019

Key

Critical Success Factor Action Planner

Critical Issue 5.

STRENGTHEN SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT PLATFORMS

Solution 1

Ensure daily Biblical exposure for patients/staff
Actions

Delegated
to

Date of
report

1.

Distribute spiritual literature to each
department

Chaplain

July 2019

2.

Encourage departmental daily devotion time

Chaplain

July 2019

3.

Develop devotional ‘schedule’ for
departments w/Chaplaincy team

Chaplain

July 2019

Actions

Delegated
to

Date of
report

1.

Develop a client counselling procedure/policy
-includes service definitions and privacy
issues, etc.

Chaplain

August
2019

2.

Set a daily schedule for hours of availability

Chaplain

August
2019

Solution 2

Solution 3

Key

Client Counseling Services
Key

Staff Spiritual Mentorship Development
Actions

Delegated
to

Date of
report

1.

Develop candidate profile for mentoring

Chaplain

August
2019

2.

Develop curriculum for mentorship
certification

Chaplain

August
2019

3.

Have monthly meetings with chaplaincy and
mentors

Chaplain

August
2019

4.

Encourage weekly Bible study groups
amongst staff with monthly or quarterly group
meet-ups or revivals w/music etc.

Chaplain

August
2019

5.

Hold quarterly family seminars etc.

Chaplain

Sept
2019
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Key

6.

Have a quarterly Saline Process training

Chaplain

August
2019

Critical Success Factor Action Planner

Critical Issue 5.

STRENGTHEN SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT PLATFORMS

Solution 4

Develop spiritual partnership with HCs
Actions

1.

2.

3.

4.

Delegate
d to

Date of
report

Develop spiritual training and coordination
between HC staff and local churches

Chaplain

Sept

Ensure HC’s have sufficient literature for
distribution to clients

Chaplain

2019
Sept
2019

Encourage daily devotions for all HC staff and
clients

MD

Quarterly visits from chaplaincy team to HC’s
for support

Chaplain

Solution 5

Key

Sept
2019
Sept
2019

Expansion of spiritual partnership with rural outreach
clinics to reach local rural community with the Gospel
Actions

Delegate
d to

Date of
report

1.

Coordinate between chaplaincy department
and outreach clinics for spiritual visitation

Chaplain

Septemb
er 2019

2.

Provide literature to the outreach clinics and
communities they serve in collaboration with
churches in the outreach areas

PHC

Septemb
er 2019

3.

Encourage establishment of Bible study
groups in villages

Chaplain

Septemb
er 2019

4.

Encourage routine trips to follow up palliative
patients

Chaplain

Septemb
er 2019
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Critical Issue 5. STRENGTHEN SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT PLATFORMS
Solution 6

Develop an intentional youth outreach program for villages
around Nkhoma and HC’s.
Actions

1.

2.

3.

Delegated
to

Date of
report

Organize a formal action plan to regularly
reach the youth around Nkhoma and HC’s
with the gospel

Chaplain

Sept

Organize regular sports/community events
such as football, netball/Jesus Film showings

Chaplain

Make available and distribute literature and
Bibles to the youth at these events

Chaplain
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2019
Sept
2019
Sept
2019

Key

Critical Success Factor Action Planner

Critical Issue 6.

EXPANDING NATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMS

Solution 1

Nursing Practical Training for National/International
students
Actions

Delegate
d to

Date of Key
report

1.

Improve clinical supervision on wards

PNO

July
2019

2.

Develop strong coaching and mentorship
program

PNO

July
2019

3.

Orient In-Charges on coaching and
supervision

PNO

July
2019

4.

Appropriate scheduling of international
student placements to avoid congestion

PNO

July
2019

Solution 2

Registered Clinical Officer Internship/Ophthalmology
Cataract Surgeon CO Internship expansion
Actions

Delegate
d to

1.

Discuss accommodation with housing
committee

2.

Advocate for increased stipends

3.

Date of Key
report

MD

Dec
2019

HRMO

Dec
2019

Clinicians in charge to ensure adequate
orientation and supervision

MD

July
2019

4.

Sign off in each ward required, protocols
made by DCS/MD

MD

Dec
2019

5.

CPD documented

DME

July
2019
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Critical Issue 6.

EXPANDING NATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMS

Solution 3

Family Medicine Registrar Program expansion
Actions

Delegate
d to

1.

Urgent f/u ESCOM connection to new FM
duplexes

2.

Date of Key
report

SAO

May
2019

Request more CHAM training posts at
Nkhoma Hospital

FM
Coord

May
2019

3.

Development of POC USS course

FM
Coord

August
2019

4.

Recruitment of FM faculty at GHMC

FM
Coord

Nov
2019

5.

Spiritual Curriculum formation in conjunction
with chaplaincy office

FM
Coord

July
2019

6.

Retention of graduates for long-term
handover

FM
Coord

April
2021

Solution 4

COM MBBS Family Medicine expansion
Actions

Delegate
d to

Date of Key
report

1.

Source for more faculty members at GHMC
and with PCUSA

FM
Coord

Nov
2019

2.

Include in all CPD activities to encourage
and motivate towards FM

FM
Coord

July
2019

3.

Shadow FM registrar on call

FM
Coord

Sept
2019
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Critical Issue 6.

EXPANDING NATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMS

Solution 5

OIGT Tropical School of Medicine Registrar Training
expansion
Actions

Delegated Date of Key
to
report

1.

Develop a proper schedule of rotations and
call.

DME

May
2019

2.

Organize a long-term OIGT graduate as the
program manager

DME

Nov
2019

3.

Require regular contribution to CPD inservice of Nkhoma staff

DME

Nov
2019

4.

Develop a proper MOU & orientation process
for OIGT Registrars

DME

July
2019

Solution 6

Development of new national registrar programs:
PACCS/Ophthalmology.
Actions

Delegated Date of Key
to
report

1.

Discuss with MBF about PAACS (Pan
African Academy of Christian Surgeons)

MD

May
2019

2.

Discuss with COM about Ophtho as the
continuation of a rotational site

Ophtho

July
2019
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Strategic Direction – Strategic Objectives and
Intervention
In view of the institutional context, background, SWOT analysis, vision, mission
statement and core values, we believe there will always be more good ideas than there
is capacity to execute. Therefore, we acknowledge that many of our goals are
important but only one goal is wildly important to 2022. We have in the past watched
many great initiatives die slowly and quietly, suffocated by other competing priorities
in our organization. Therefore, while acknowledging that many of our goals are
important, only one goal is wildly important to 2022. This is the goal we must
achieve. Our finest effort will only be given to this one wildly important goal. It is the
goal that if all performance levels had to stay exactly the same, only this goal would
have the greatest possible impact. Failure to achieve this goal would have a
tremendous negative impact on our clients, our staff and our entire health system.

To improve our quality
health care score from 31%
to 85% by 30th June, 2022
In line with this strategic goal, each one of our departments has come up with No more
than 1-3 Wildly Important Goals which will further translate to individuals and teams
within those departments. Achieving these additional Wildly Important Goals will
ensure the success of the parent wildly important goal above. These additional wildly
important goals highlight which areas of Nkhoma Hospital’s performance we would
want to improve the most in order to achieve the overall strategic goal. Secondly, the
greatest strengths of the hospital will be leveraged, and the main weaknesses of the
hospital will be strengthened in order to ensure the achievement of the overall strategic
goal.
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Departmental Operational Plans
DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY
Strategic Objective One: To reduce surgical site infection (SSI) rate to 0.5% by 31 st December 2021
Key Result Strategies to achieve
Area
the objective
SSI reduced Surgical antibiotic
to 0.5%
prophylaxis
Avoid hair removal

Actions

Key Performance
Indicators

Introduce SSI Checklist to all theatre  Reduction in SSI
users
rate
Hair should not be removed or, if
absolutely necessary, should be
removed only with a clipper
Shaving is strongly discouraged

Improve nutrition status Provide food supplements before
of the patients
surgery if the patient BMI is < 19

Responsibility Timeframe

MD

July 2019

 Reduction in
hospital stay
post-surgery
(pathology
dependent)

MD

July 2019

Reduction in
reoperations (from
2% to 0.1%) local
data

MD

September
2019

Normothermia
(temperature control)

Use of warming devices in theatre

MD

Dec
2019

Traffic control

Minimize operating room traffic

MD

July
2019

Skin antiseptic
preparation

Use of alcohol based antiseptic
solution

MD

July
2019
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DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY
Strategic Objective Two: To increase surgical safety of the patients from 50% to 100% by 31st December, 2021)
Key Result Strategies to achieve
Area
the objective

Actions

Key Performance
Indicators

To increase Introduction of WHO
surgical
safety Checklist 31st
safety of the April 2019)
patients to
100%

Educate theatre users on the Reduction in mortality < 2%
importance of using checklist (WHO data)

MD

July 2019

Include checklist in patients’
files; it has to be filled
accordingly

Reduction in lawsuits from
0.3% to 0% (3 lawsuits
/1000cases for 2018)

MD

Dec 2021

Paste the checklist on all
theatre walls-

Reduction in complication
rate to < 10% (WHO data)

MD

July 2020

Anaesthesia and Surgery
should not start without
completing checklist

Increase patient’s
satisfaction to 90%

MD

July 2020

MD

July 2019

Distribute checklist manuals
to all theatre users
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Responsibility Timeframe

DEPARTMENT OF OBSTETRICS & GYNAECOLOGY
Strategic Objective One: Renovate Antenatal/ labour/delivery/postpartum service areas--Facility is severely
affecting quality of care
Strategies to achieve
the objective

Actions

Key Performance
Indicators

 Assess needs and
create master plan
 Find funding
 Rebuild/build

 EMI team to assess and
make plan
 Application for funding
 Secure builder

 Completed master
plan
 Funding received
 Signed contract

MD

Equipment and  Assess equipment
Diagnostic
needs
 Create required
equipment needs
list

 Procure equipment for
gynecology exam rooms
and theatre
 Application for funding

 Funding received
 Equipment
delivered,
installed, and
operational

MD

Dec 2020

MD

September
2019

Key Result
Area
Facility

Responsibility Timeframe
Sept 2019
Nov 2019
Dec 2020

Strategic Objective Two: Recruit Long-term Consultant OBGYN
Staffing

 Increase quality of
 Create staffing profile and
 Staffing level
care through proper
job description and recruit to  Quality of care
staffing and staff
meet staffing needs
score in these
education
 Catherine Hodge to
areas
Louisville Conference
 Engage WMM in recruiting
process
 Engage CMDA in recruiting
process
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DEPARTMENT OF MEDICAL EDUCATION
Strategic Objective One: To create a proper Continuing Professional Development program and receive
ongoing medical certification through external trainings and in-service trainings.
Strategies to achieve
the objective

Actions

Key Performance
Indicators

CPD register
initiation and
monitoring

Collaborate with
PNO/Matron so nursing
services and medical
services covered by 1st
May 2019.

Create register (one medical,
one nursing) and keep careful
reports of lectures/trainings
attended

Nkhoma clinical staff
meets CPD
requirements set by
Medical/Nurses
Council

FM Coord.

July 2019

In service
trainings

Intentional
departmental trainings
for relevant staff

Oversee continuation of:
 HBB trainings in
NNU/maternity
 PALS training in
paediatrics
 PTC training in
surgical/medical
 BLS/ACLS for all staff

80% of relevant staff
in each department
signed off on inservice continuation
trainings and
competencies.

FM Coord.

April 2020

Extrinsic
trainings

Collaboration with
external donors and
trainers for official
certifications by 31st
August 2019.

Oversee initiation of:

80% of relevant staff
in each department
certified in Obstetric,
BLS/NRP trainings

FM Coord.

Dec 2019

Key Result
Area




EQUIP/GIZ Obstetric/HBB
mentor/menteeship
ongoing
BLS/NRP certifications in
August 2019
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Responsibility Timeframe

DEPARTMENT OF NURSING
Strategic Objective One: To improve our overall Patient Care Score from 9% to 85% by 31 December, 2020
Key
Result
Area
Patient
Care

Strategies to achieve
the objective

Actions

Key Performance
Indicators

 Develop guidelines
to understand
proper nurse:
patient ratio
 Right-size staffing to
meet patient
demands
 Improve candidate
quality through
stronger and more
transparent
recruitment process
 Ensure each ward is
adequately supplied
and equipped.

 Provide a personnel needs
 Measure nurse:
assessment by ward/function to
patient ratio for
Sr. Leadership/HRMO by 30-April
compliance
2019
monthly and
make appropriate
 Work with HRMO to develop
adjustments
candidate profiles to better match
the required job duties by 30-April  Overall Critical
2019.
Patient Care
score moving
 Obtain any necessary approval
from average of
from CHAM for new staffing
9% to above 85%
requests by July 2019
 Be fully staffed (as allowed) by
Dec 2019
 Work with maintenance,
procurement and finance to
ensure all wards have adequate
and working supplies and
equipment by March 2021
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Responsibility Timeframe

PNO

March 2020

DEPARTMENT OF NURSING
Strategic Objective One: To improve our overall Patient Care Score from 9% to 85% by 31 December, 2020
Key
Result
Area
Patient
Care

Strategies to achieve Actions
the objective
 Develop guidelines
to Increase staff
retention

Key Performance
Indicators

 Conduct exit interviews for all staff
 Overall Critical
leaving and consolidate weekly
Patient Care
reporting by manager and reason
score moving
from avg. of 9%
 Develop turnover reason-code
to above 85%
matrix by June 2019

Increase staff
 Provide career path and capacity
engagement
building schemes for each
score 20 basis
employee desiring such by Dec
points from the
2019
developed
 Develop monthly performance and
baseline by June
review goals such as attendance,
2020
positive experiences, etc. by May
2019
 Develop a recognition program for
the top performers each month. by
May 2019
 Develop open-door and chain-of communication policies for staff by
June 2019
 Develop a staff ‘engagement
survey’ with a baseline by Dec 2019
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Responsibility Timeframe

HRMO

June 2020

PHARMACY DEPARTMENT
Strategic Objective One: To move the Pharmaceuticals combined critical quality care score from 23% to 85% by
June 2022
Key
Result
Area
Improve
Pharmac
eutical
Care

Strategies to achieve Actions
the objective

Key Performance
Indicators

 Ensure availability
of essential
medicines
 Engage in clinical
ward rounds and
supervision

 Reduced rate of Pharmacist
expiry by 5% on
all
pharmaceutical
commodities by
Dec 2019
 Essential
medicines
availability will
be improved to
98% by Dec
2019
 Essential
medicines
prescribers list
will be available
to all wards and
clinicians by
May 2019

 Purchase medicines from reliable and
qualified suppliers
 Train clinical staff on effective
prescribing.
 Engage medical staff in medical
presentations
 Participation of Pharmacy staff on
ward rounds
 Audit trail for discharged patients to
ensure that they get charged per
services received
 Strengthen minilab testing of all
pharmaceutical products
received/purchased
 Involve DTC in decision making
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Responsibility Timeframe

Dec 2020

PHARMACY DEPARTMENT
Strategic Objective One: To move the Pharmaceuticals combined critical quality care score from 23% to 85% by
June 2022
Key Result Strategies to achieve the
Area
objective

Actions

Key Performance
Indicators

Responsibility

Improve
Pharmacist
 Establish training gaps
 Develop schedule for
 Consultative
dispensing
among staff in all units
refresher training for all
approach in the
skills among  Provision of literature to
pharmacy staff in all hospital
dispensing
pharmacy
units.
practice with
the department for
staff
prescribers and
referencing
 Lobby for training and
cashiers
reference materials from
 Conduct an internal CPD
professional
bodies

Increased
with qualified staff
revenue from in
 Conduct a quarterly
and out patients
assessment on staff
department.
performance.
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Timeframe

July 2019

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY HEALTH
Strategic Objective One: Hire Director of Community Health, whose responsibilities include managing the 11 CCAP
health centers, and coordinating the 9 referral health centers.
Key
Result
Area

Strategies to achieve
the objective

Personnel Enhance community
health response and
reporting by
hiring/assigning a
manager to oversee
the HCs

Actions

Key Performance
Indicators

 Develop job and candidate profile by
30-April
 Advertise within Nkhoma Hospital first;
if no result, then hire from outside by
30 April
 Interviews by 15--May
 Hire by 31 May

1 Position filled

Responsibility Timeframe

HRMO

September
2019

Strategic Objective Two: Ensure that all CCAP Health Centers are sustainable for operations
Finance

Analyse revenue,
expenses and services
by 31 July

1. Ensure accuracy and completeness of Current benchmark
all reports
for income/expense
2. Develop detailed budget/profit and loss
Monthly income
statements for each HC by 31-August
and expense
figures by category
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ACC

Dec 2019

EYE DEPARTMENT
Strategic Objective One: Increase Eye Department related Quality Healthcare Score from 52% to above 85% by 31-Dec,
2021
Strategies to achieve
the objective

Actions

Key Performance
Indicators

Responsibility Timeframe

Training

Ensure all staff are trained on
appropriate medical
equipment and it is
documented

QHC currently at 34%, move
to above 85% by 31-Dec
2021

Eye
Administrator

Dec 2021

Pharmaceutical Storage and labelling
management

Ensure all drugs are properly
stored and labeled

QHC currently at 62%, move
to above 85% by 31-Dec
2020

Eye
Administrator

Dec 2021

Increase the
Intensive cataract
cataract
screening activities
referral surgical
rate from 40%
to 70%

Equip project with necessary
equipment for screening

At least 5000 patients
Screened every year

Eye
Administrator

Dec 2020

Eye
Administrator

Dec 2020

Key Result
Area
Medical
Equipment

Routine health centre visits for At least 1100 patients with
Eye health screening services visual impairments screened
and referred to Nkhoma
every year
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EYE DEPARTMENT
Strategic Objective One: Increase Eye Department related Quality Healthcare Score from 52% to above 85% by 31-Dec,
2021
Strategies to achieve
the objective

Actions

Increase the
cataract
surgical rate
from 40% to
70%

Cataract surgical
camps

Conduct at least 6 Cataract At least 1800 cataract
outreach camps every year surgeries done by 2021

Eye
Administrator

Dec 2021

Continued elective
surgical sessions at
Nkhoma

Weekly cataract surgeries
at Nkhoma hospital

At least 200 cataract
surgeries done every month

Eye
Administrator

Dec 2019

Increase
number of
qualified
ophthalmic
professionals

Training of existing
paramedical staff in
clinical ophthalmology

Train one nurse in clinical
ophthalmology

One nurse trained in clinical
ophthalmology by 2020

Eye
Administrator

Dec 2020

Train one ophthalmic
clinician in paediatric
ophthalmology

One clinical ophthalmic
professional trained in
paediatric ophthalmology by
2021

Eye
Administrator

Dec 2021

Key Result
Area

Key Performance
Indicators
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Responsibility Timeframe

MARKETING & PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Strategic Objective One: Increase social media footprint, donor outreach efforts and Community Health Project
Management from mostly reactive to proactive.
Actions

Key Performance
Indicators

Marketing:
Strengthen and enlarge
tell the world Communications
about our
Committee
quality
improvement:
increase
touch points
with target
group from 2
to 10.

 Recruit and train committee
 Recruit 1 intern
(communication student) for
internship on content creation

 4 newsletters a
year
 Minimum of 2
social media
interactions every
week
 Follow up donors
within 7 days

MKT

May 2020

Community
Health
Project
Management

 Create Community Health
project management office
 Set up new process in project
office
 Write project management
policy
 Set up reporting process to
PHA/MD/senior management

 Staff in place
 Working policy
 Monthly report to
management

PHA

Dec 2019

Key Result
Area

Strategies to achieve
the objective

Centralize patient care /
Community Health
projects management
and reporting
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Responsibility Timeframe

HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT
Strategic Objective One: To increase the Human Resource department quality care score from 19% to 85% by
June 2022
Key Result
Area

Strategies to achieve
the objective

Actions

Key Performance
Indicators

Responsibility Timeframe

Employee
 Orient heads of
 Update performance
 Strengthening
Performance
Department and
review/employee
performance
Reviews
Supervisors to have
management and mentoring
appraisals and
good understanding
policy by June 2019
coaching from 40%
on appraisals
to 90% by Dec
 Perform proper employee
2019
 Enhancement and
review and mentoring
training around job
training with all heads of
 Performance
profile development
department and leadership
reporting by
(job description)
by August 2019
department moving
from less than 25%
 Provide continuous
to 100% by Dec
performance reviews among
2020
staff

HRMO

Dec 2020

 Increase provision of internal
 Assess all staff
 In-service training
and external professional staff
professional
scores from 12% to
development programs from
development needs
85% by Dec 2020
50%
to
80%
by
June
2020
 Develop Career
 Identifying mentorship potential
path planning for
by department before Dec
each employee
2019
from mid-level
 Identify 3rd party mentors and
 Develop strong
trainers by category by Dec
mentorship program
2020
within each
department

HRMO

Dec. 2020

Human
Capital
Capacity
Building
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HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENT
Strategic Objective One: To increase the Human Resource department quality care score from 19% to 85% by
June 2022
Key Result Area Strategies to achieve
the objective
Staff
Satisfaction

 Improve staff
dispute resolution
results

Actions

Key Performance
Indicators

 Create a grievance/dispute
resolution policy/guideline
document by June 2019
 Implement
grievance/conflict
resolution policy and
educate all staff members
on the guidelines by
August 2019
 Train all heads of
department on proper
grievance/conflict
resolution methods by Dec
2019

Grievance and
Dispute resolution
quality care score
from 0% to 85% by
Dec 2019
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Responsibility Timeframe
HRMO

Dec 2019

MEDICAL RECORDS
Strategic Objective One: Maintain confidential, retrievable, accurate medical records
Key Result Area

Strategies to
achieve the
objective

Actions

Key Performance
Indicators

Facility

 Determine size  Include in Master plan
 No duplicate records
needed for
8/24/19
for one patient
medical records  Complete renovated office  Decreased OPD
office.
large enough for all
patient processing time
records by Aug 31, 2020
from 3 hours to less
than 1 hour
 All records moved into
new office by September  Increased patient
15, 2020
satisfaction score from
60% to above 90%
 No lost records
 Increased category
quality care score from
15% to 85%

PHA

Dec 2020

Staff training and
accountability

 Train staff on
 Train clerk in filing and
 All clerks trained and
proper record
retrieval
documented
keeping,
 Do not issue new patient #  Duplication rate on
holding
and record for any patient
patient files reduced
accountable for
admitted previously
errors.
 Train registration clerks.
All training done by
August 31, 2019

PHA

Dec
2019
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Responsibility Timeframe

MEDICAL RECORDS
Strategic Objective One: Maintain confidential, retrievable, accurate medical records
Key Result Area

Strategies to
achieve the
objective

Actions

Key Performance
Indicators

Hire qualified head
of Medical records
department

 Develop position
and candidate
characteristics
and
responsibilities

 Recruit and fill by Dec
2019

 Did the position
exist before?
 Does it exist
now?

PHA

Dec 2019

Health
 Developing a bid
Management
process to
Information System
procure HMS
providers

 Initiate bid process for
major player in HMS
management
 Procure modern HMS
provider

 Partnership
developed and
documented for
HMS

PHA

Dec 2020
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Responsibility Timeframe

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY: MANAGEMENT AND SERVICES
Strategic Objective One: To improve our communications platform by moving to a standardized email and
communication tool allowing collaboration and information sharing, going from 0% participation to 80%
participation by 31st December, 2019
Key Result
Area

Strategies to
achieve the
objective

Communications  Develop a
Platform
standard,
expandable
communications
platform for all
internal and
external
communication
needs
 Develop efficient
internal and
external
communications
policies
 Ensure
appropriate
personnel have
upgraded/approp
riate
communication
devices

Actions

Key Performance
Indicators

 Upgrade Internet
Service Provider that
can accommodate such
data transmission and
storage by Dec 2019
 Develop communication
policies for internal and
external clients by Dec
2019
 Train all personnel on
proper use of
communication tools
and platforms by April
2020
 Ensure all mid-level
managers and above
requiring laptops are
provided laptops with
O/S both being less
than 2 years of age by
Dec 2020

 Standard employee
email for all 292
employees (or those
that will require and
use email)
 ISP identified and
contract signed with
specifications
 Policies created and
signed by all
employees
 Employee training
documented on each
platform or device
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Responsibility

ITO

Timeframe

Dec. 2020

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY: MANAGEMENT AND SERVICES
Strategic Objective Two: To move all patient records from 100% paper file storage to 50% digital file storage
participation by 30-June, 2022
Key Result
Area

Strategies to
achieve the
objective

Actions

Key Performance
Indicators

Patient Records

 Move all record
 Upgrade Internet
 All paper records
keeping and
Service Provider that
entered into
coding from
can accommodate such
database
paper to digital
data transmission and
 All applicable
storage by June 2020
 Develop Record
medical and
storage database  Invest in proper, user
administrative
sufficient for our
friendly data
employees (approx.
projected 10-year
management system by
75) trained with
patient volume
December 2021
documentation on
new digital devices
 Train all appropriate
and platforms for
personnel on data entry
patient intake,
and importance by June
updates and
2022
coding/billing of all
resources and
procedures
 All intake, patient
updates and
coding/billing
performed digitally
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Responsibility

ITO

Timeframe

June 2022

CHAPLAINCY
Strategic Objective One: To improve our patient access to care and patient rights score from an average of
21% to above 50% by 31st December, 2020
Key Result
Area

Strategies to
achieve the
objective

Actions

Key Performance
Indicators

Patient CareKnowledge,
understanding
and comfort.

 Develop
 Work with PNO office to  Patient Satisfaction
procedure to
develop a strategy
score from 60% to
reinforce treating
around properly
above 90%
physician
reinforcing the treating
 Notation of each ward
information, and
physician/nurse
visited and # of
satisfaction
information for each
patients per visited
resolution
patient while ensuring
ward each day
their comfort and
 Develop daily,
understanding of care in
staff-led spiritual
a proper manner by
sharing with ward
Sept. 2019
staff as well as
daily group
 Create a system of daily
worship with
sharing of the gospel
patients
with staff and patients
for each major ward in
rotation by June 2019
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Responsibility

Chaplain

Timeframe

Jan 2020

CHAPLAINCY
Strategic Objective Two: Create a staff counseling and spiritual wellness program that will enhance the lives of
our staff and help increase our quality of care score from 31% to 85% by 31-December, 2021
Key Result
Area

Strategies to
achieve the
objective

Actions

Key Performance
Indicators

Staff Counselling
and spiritual
wellness
program

Develop counseling
programs for each
level of staff that will
enhance their
spiritual wellness

 Develop a needs
 Patient satisfaction
assessment with
score above 90%
HRMO/PNO office for
Quality Care score
turnover, staff
dissatisfaction etc.
 Work with HRMO&PNO
office to develop a
strategy around Mental
Health counseling for
staff members
 Create a program
geared for each level of
staff we have at the
hospital by June 2020
 Develop a patient
satisfaction survey and
M&E plan for score
enhancement by Dec
2019
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Responsibility

Timeframe

Chaplain

June 2020

FACILITY MAINTENANCE AND EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT
Strategic Objective One: To improve our average Medical Equipment and Records score from 14% to 85%
by 31st December, 2020
Key Result Strategies to
Area
achieve the
objective
Medical
Equipment

Actions

Key Performance
Indicators

 Develop baseline  Inventory all medical equipment
by model/type/function/age and
of current
seek partnerships and donations
equipment
to upgrade to newer, more
downtime
reliable equipment w/proper
 Decrease
manuals and training guidance
emergency down
for maintenance by June 2019
time for critical
 Develop a preventative
medical equipment
maintenance budget and plan for
 Upgrade age and
all medical equipment on main
consistently poor
campus and health centers by
June 2019
performing
medical equipment  Post equipment service
schedules and approved, trained
on the main
personnel information by each
campus and health
piece of medical equipment by
centers

 Downtime
percentage/hours
per machine with
goal to be 0%
downtime from
developed current
baseline
 Average age of
equipment by type,
function and
location with goal
to be less than 5
years
 Medical
Equipment and
June 2019
Record Keeping
 Create a campaign to modernize
score to move
all medical equipment to move
from 14%.to 85%
from an average age of 10+ years
to less than 5 years of age by
June 2022.
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Responsibility Timeframe

SAO

June 2022

FACILITY MAINTENANCE AND EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT
Strategic Objective One: To improve our Facilities Maintenance average score from 5% to above 50% by
31st December, 2020
Key Result
Area

Strategies to
achieve the
objective

Actions

Key Performance
Indicators

Facility
 Ensure all
 Quarterly inspections of all
 Track # of failure
Maintenance
structures are
structures for integrity, leaks,
reports given to
sound, leak-free
damage etc. and develop a
Maintenance Dept.
and damage free
plan for repair before failure-to
each month.
begin by June 2019.
 Ensure non Track # of
medical
 Develop a regular inspection
patient/staff
equipment such
and preventative maintenance
complaints for
as genset,
plan for all non-medical
listed issues each
incinerator, toilet
equipment such as genset,
month
facilities, wash
UPS equipment, incinerator,
 Actual Repair
basins, etc. are in
toilet facilities, wash basins,
Time (ART) goal
proper working
etc. are in proper working
being less than 24
order
order by August 2019
hours for all non Recruit Facilities Officer
emergency repair
requests.
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Responsibility Timeframe

SAO

December
2019

RISK MANAGEMENT
Strategic Objective One: To improve our Risk Management average score from 11.5% to 100% by 31st
December, 2020
Key Result
Area

Strategies to
achieve the
objective

Policy

Develop a Risk
Create a comprehensive
Management policy Risk Management Policy

Assessment

Assess all hospital
risks

Pharmaceutical Control plan for
Management
high risk drugs

Actions

Key Performance Indicators Responsibility Timeframe

Performance Indicator is
simply comparing the previous
nonexistence of the policy vs.
whether it now exists and is
ratified

SAO

June 2019

 Create a Risk
Management
Committee including
all stakeholders
 Perform a
comprehensive Risk
Management
Assessment

 Targeted assessment
score will be moved from
an average of 30 to less
than 10-there are 20+
categories
 Risk Assessment Score.
moving from 30 to less
than 10

SAO

June 2019

 Label and properly
store all high risk
drugs in each ward
 Ensure all
prescriptions are
properly documented
and verified

 Pharmaceuticals average
score 23% current to 80%

Pharmacist

Dec 2019
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RISK MANAGEMENT
Strategic Objective One: To improve our Risk Management average score from 11.5% to 100% by 31st
December, 2020
Key Result
Area

Strategies to
achieve the
objective

Actions

Key Performance
Indicators

Fire Safety

Upgrade all fire risk  Consult with fire officials
related items
to certify Nkhoma
Hospital fire safety
procedures
 Ensure all staff are
trained on fire safety and
prevention.
 Perform regular fire drills

 Fire Safety compliance SAO
score moving from 5%
to 100%
 Malawi Government
certification moves from
non-existent to certified
annually.

Dec 2019

Environmental
Risk
Management

 Develop
Hazardous
Materials
storage
procedure
 Assess
slip/trip/fall risk
 Develop ‘spills’
procedure

 Hazardous Materials
Risk score moving from
29% to 100% compliant
 Slips/Spills score
moving from 5%
complaint to 90%
compliant.

Dec 2019

 Develop Hazardous
Materials storage
procedure
 Assess slip/trip/fall risk
 Develop ‘spills’
procedure
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Responsibility Timeframe

SAO

MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP
Strategic Objective One: To improve our Management and Leadership average quality score from 24% to
above 75% by 31st December, 2020
Key Result
Area

Strategies to achieve
the objective

Actions

Policy

Ensure each critical

hospital function has a
clear, comprehensive and
ratified policy in place.




Training and Develop sustainable
Documentatio methods of training new
n
and existing staff on all
applicable policies with
corresponding
documentation





Key Performance
Indicators

Assess gaps in hospital
policy development by
department and function by
June 2019
Develop and ratify
comprehensive policies to fill
the identified gaps by 31
December 2019
Review all policies to ensure
previously existing policies
are applicable and meet
current standards and
operational needs by June
2019





Create a staff training

schedule and roster for all
existing, approved policies by
Dec 2019
Ensure orientation checklist
contains all policies for
review and signature by each
new employee by Dec 2019 
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Responsibility Timeframe

Identify current gap
measurement (how
many policies are in
place and current vs how
many need updated or
developed)
Policy related itemsaverage score is 13% of
100; Goal is 100%
compliance by
December 31st, 2019

PHA

Dec 2019

Policy training and
documentation by
employee file moves
from 0% to 100% on 292
Nkhoma Campus
employees by December
31st, 2019
Policy related items100% compliance by
December 31st, 2019

HRMO

Dec 2019

MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP
Strategic Objective One: To improve our Management and Leadership average quality score from 24% to
above 75% by 31st December, 2020
Key Result
Area

Strategies to achieve the
objective

Actions

Key Performance
Indicators

Patient Care Ensure proper policies for
patient intake, consent and
discharge documentation
guidelines are available
and known.

 Develop/Strengthen
 Ensuring updated
patient admission,
policies exist.
treatment, transfer and  Training % for all 292
discharge policies by
employees from 0% to
June 2019
100%
 Category score form
5% to 100%
compliance

Research/Pa Develop policies and
tient Care
procedures to initiate,
manage and document all
research performed for
Nkhoma Mission Hospital

 Create policy around
hospital research
guidelines and
responsibilities/ethics
by Dec. 2019
 Assign a Research
Officer to approve and
manage all research
projects by Dec 2019
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 Ensuring updated
policies exist.
 Move average
Research
Management score
from 13% from above
90% by June 2020

Responsibility Timeframe
PNO

Dec 2019

MD

June 2020

Implementation Structure
The success of this plan will rely on its implementation structure. While Nkhoma
Mission Hospital is ultimately responsible for implementation some key structures shall
be mandated to oversee specific key aspects.
Nkhoma Synod and Health Board
The Board is responsible for policy direction, guidance, and leadership. As proprietors,
these two structures are also responsible for ensuring that institutional strengthening
is achieved and that the hospital and its 11 health centers are developing and fulfilling
their mandate.
Nkhoma Hospital Management
The main task of Nkhoma Hospital Management will be to ensure total implementation
of this strategic plan within the set time frame. The Hospital Management will also
work towards making resources available to the success of the strategic plan.
Nkhoma Hospital Partners
These shall be responsible for supporting with technical expertise and financial
resources. Both local and international partners will be sought to support this plan.
The detailed implementation framework is as presented below.
In view of the proposed strategy Nkhoma Mission Hospital would require the
following structures and systems to be delivered.
 Attain and maintain hospital accreditation
 Develop systematic Quality Improvement
 Develop more regular continuing education programs for professional staff, based
on assessed needs
 Develop a hospital Master Plan for facility and infrastructure
 Control hospital and health centre personnel expenses
The Hospital will also need the following staffing and skills to deliver on the
strategy
 Fill the positions of Hospital Director, Director of Clinical Services, Director of
Community Health, Director of Clinical Support Services
 Assign Clinical Officers to do hospital outpatient care and health centre care
 Recruit the right people for the right positions
 Adjust the CHAM establishment and work within it
 Adjust the organogram, including job descriptions
 Projects need to pay to replace staff who they use to coordinate/manage the
project.
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The Hospital would also require the proposed Business Model to deliver on the
strategy as follows:
 Provide high quality service at an affordable price to patients within our catchment
area. Cover operational expenses with income from the Ministry of Health, SLA
and patient fees, including private and insured patients. Cover major capital
expenses by donations.
 Develop a rational fee structure for services that is based on the cost of the service.
Develop fees for public patients and for private paying and insured patients.
 Increase private patient care
a. Increase Service Level Agreements and negotiate/manage well to ensure their
financial sustainability
b. Consider other limited and carefully chosen income generating projects
c. Decrease waste
d. Balance service and education for training programs
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Risk Factors
There are several risks associated with implementation of the strategic plan. These
include:
 Change management. This strategy requires a different approach and therefore
change of mentality for all internal stakeholders, from the board through the staff
and management. If this change is not well managed, the entire strategy may fail
and Nkhoma Mission Hospital may find itself only partially transformed. Nkhoma
Mission Hospital will continue to embark on building local ownership going forward.
 Lack of advocacy by internal stakeholders. Change is hard for all. It is possible
that the internal stakeholders will reject the proposed strategy or will change course
once the implementation is underway. This strategic plan has been developed
through a participative and consultative process involving staff and leaders of
Nkhoma Mission Hospital. It is important that those involved are advocates with
their peers.
 Lack of contingency measures. The risk of events beyond our control is always
possible.
These include natural disasters, macroeconomic changes, and
government policies. Nkhoma Mission Hospital cannot fully mitigate these risks,
but by building adequate reserves (enough to run core operations for 6 months),
appropriate insurance coverage, and engaged board and management, Nkhoma
Mission Hospital will position itself to survive unexpected events.
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Annex One: List of People Consulted
Board of Directors
NAME

PROFESSION

Rev. Chatha Msangaambe

Chairperson
Nkhoma Synod Health Board

Dr. Ann Phoya

Vice Chairperson
Nkhoma Health Board

Rev. Brian Kamwendo

Deputy General Secretary

Partners
NAME

PROFESSION

Jack Muthui

MBF – Africa Regional Manager

Nkhoma Mission Hospital Management and Staff
Dr Tim Fader

Medical Director

Agness Nyanda

Principal Hospital Administrator

Paul Mekani

Principal Nursing Officer

Rev Gamaliel Kalebe

Hospital Chaplain

Edna Ngwanda

Principal – Nkhoma Nursing College

Yowati Nthenga

Hospital Accountant

Dr Rodrick Vale Banda

Surgeon

Dr Catherine Hodge

Director Of Medical Education

Dr Vincent Moyo

Ophthalmologist

Gift Phulanya

Senior Administrative Officer

Emmanuel Kanyumbu

Human Resources Management Officer

Hytone Kadyamo

Administrative Officer – Eye Department

Fred Kachiponde

Pharmacist

Olive Sambani

Senior Nursing Officer

Nyathipa Mhango

Chief Clinical Officer

Stanley Hampton

Logistics Consultant / Assist Administrator

Anna Slingerland

Project Coordinator & Communication Officer
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Nkhoma Mission Hospital
PO Box 48
Nkhoma, Malawi
Tel: +265 998 951 491
Email: Marketing.nkhomahospital@outlook.com
Website: http://www.nkhomamissionhospital.org.mw
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